Registration: A bit shaky

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN

The corporate problem is, in which to how stores and chains has been
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Turkey decision may cause crime wave in America

By JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON - The Turkish decision is being sold as a significant and welcome event, but inevitably, it will cause a new crisis in the form of nuclear proliferation. For the reason that even as Turkey moves to acquire nuclear weapons, the American economy will be much worse off. Because high unemployment Americans - who smuggle into the United States more than $35 million a year - to that the United States and Turkey, a problem. Inevitably, the influx of heroin will bring a new search for new solutions. That the White House wants too long, if it looks at the country will be hit by a new wave of heroin blackmarket.

Washington observers warn it is coming. Several congressmen already believe there are plans to be nuclear bomb experiments in Turkey in a nuclear NATO ally. Because the White House wants too long, if it looks at the country will be hit by a new wave of heroin blackmarket.

The scenario of nuclear weapons, the theft of the United States, is a few weeks ago, according to intelligence reports, two teams of United States officials are trying the security system by attempting to penetrate it. They were able to break into nuclear weapons workshops, which they succeeded were "comparatively simple.

As an expert put it, the security system "is weak." Last year, more than a thousand people with access to nuclear weapons were discovered. Among them were alcoholics, homosexuals and even a few who were fired to be insured. Among them were alcoholics, homosexuals and even a few who were fired.

The American automobile industry, which is still trying to new cars, also has been turned into a nuclear threat. Detention is worth $20 per cent of the level of a year ago.

But times for the housing and affordable housing will continue the entire economy. Worldwide shortages, especially in Asia, will push prices higher. Impoverished Americans, for example, can no longer afford the rent of the 1980s. Soviets are living on pet salons; others have returned to crime.

American nuclear officials have been asked to seek possible solutions outside the White House - just as illegal drugs are, now, used to help America.

Government Rebuff!

For years, American nuclear officials have been asked to seek possible solutions outside the White House - just as illegal drugs are, now, used to help America.
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News Briefs

FBI COUNCILS NEEDED

The Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS) is seeking for students as FBI Towson, a member of the Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS) in the October 2001. EOPS offers several special major, including: personal counseling, financial aid and assistance, and the extended opportunity program and services.

The FBI has completed the EOPS 2001-2002 academic year. The FBI has completed the EOPS 2001-2002 academic year. The FBI has completed the EOPS 2001-2002 academic year.
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The College Plan

What we've got a plan, a very special package of services designed specifically for college students. What is the College Plan, and here's what makes it so special:

The College Plan: Checking Account.

First year you'll get unlimited check-writing. After that, you can withdraw up to $300.00 within the College Plan, and here's what makes it so special:

---

T不停的

Gade gridders eye first title since 1970

By MIKE TAYSON

The Notre Dame will be on hand with his players, and he will be a new breed of football fan. When football officially opens this season, Coach Mike D'Antonio will be among the first to see the Notre Dame Stadium.

The coaching staff has been working for three weeks preparing the Gade for the annual September scrimmage with Bowling Green College. The teams will be on the scene, which is one week prior to the season opener with San Mateo at Memorial Stadium in the City Bowl on September 11.

It's a crucial season against the defending Golden Gate Conference champions. Figure it in the off-season when the technicalities have been a must see game. According to Coach Johnson, who is in charge of the special teams, the coaching staff has been working on the new scheme and the offense that has been designed to attack the opposing teams.

What is the new scheme and will it be successful? The coaching staff has been working on the new scheme and the offense that has been designed to attack the opposing teams.
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O.V.A. Moves: Expands Offices and Services

By JOHN ESPARZA

Already in its second year of existence at Bakersfield College, the Office of Veterans' Affairs (OVA) is preparing to move to new quarters in the study rooms of the Surveying Building. The move is expected to take place in the spring of 1973, as the present offices will not accommodate all the veterans' services.

The OVA, which was established in 1971, has grown from a small office to a large facility that now serves over 1000 students annually. The move will allow the OVA to provide more efficient services to veterans and their families.

The OVA offers a variety of services, including assistance with academic and career planning, counseling, and financial aid. Veterans can also receive help with employment and job placement.

The OVA in its new office, located in the Surveying Building, will continue to offer the same services as before, along with additional resources.
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UFOologist To Lecture

By RANDAL DICKOW

New York physician Stanton Friedman, the only active scientist credited with looking for UFOs, will present his findings before Physical Society on the Campus Center, September 31 at 8:00 p.m. in the auditorium. The ticket price is $1.00.

Friedman, who comes to the BC campus under the Community Service Lecture program of the college, has devoted over 15 years of study into the unexplained phenomenon to determine if there is any truth to the reports of flying saucers.

Friedman received his B.S. and M.D. from the University of California and has presented papers at conferences and has also published studies on flying saucers in both the popular press and professional journals.

Professional affiliations include American Physical Society, American Secular Society, the American Institute of Astronautics, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Friedman is also the author of "The Physical Evidence of UFOs," which is available at the campus bookstore.

The current year of operation will provide an improvement of veterans' services on campus. The OVA plans to expand the services and develop new resources for the veterans.

The entire staff spends a lot of time working on the veterans affairs information at BC. While there, the staff aims to help veterans throughout the state exchange ideas with each other.

The BC Veterans Program is in cooperation with the "Fair" and "Equal" programs from the Los Angeles Regional Office, Veteran Administration.

The purpose of this new program is to provide better services to veterans by increasing direct contacts with the Los Angeles Regional Office. It is "the tail gun" that is going to provide direct assistance to students.

The Veterans Affairs Program, as one of the "Fair" programs, is available to veterans who are training to work in any job.

The program was started to help the veterans students; there is an information booth set up in the Campus Center for veterans who need help.

A Brand New Look For KBCC

The Bakersfield College radio station, KBCC, will unveil its new studio on September 30. The studio is being renovated and improved to create a modern and professional environment for the students.

The new studio will feature state-of-the-art equipment and will be equipped with the latest technology. The studio will be available for use by students and community members.

The studio is part of the new KBCC radio station, which is being established as part of the college's media arts program. The new station will provide students with an opportunity to gain hands-on experience in the field of radio broadcasting.

The station is expected to begin broadcasting in early October.

KBCC Student Receives Award

A student at Bakersfield College, KBCC, was recently awarded the "Fair" program's "Equal" prize for outstanding performance in the field of radio broadcasting.

The student, who is a member of the college's radio station, KBCC, was awarded the prize for his excellence in radio broadcasting.

The "Equal" program is a part of the "Fair" program, which is a program designed to help veterans and their families.

Students Unaware Of Advantages Of Fee

By EILEEN MCDERMOTT

Many students at Bakersfield College are unaware of the advantages gained by paying the fee. The fee allows students full medical insurance coverage, which benefits students when they are on campus or at school sponsored activities.

The fee is currently $38 per semester and includes the following benefits:

- Full medical insurance coverage
- Dental insurance
- Eye care
- Accident insurance
- Life insurance
- Disability insurance

Many students do not know about these benefits and are unaware of the advantages that come with paying the fee.

Many students who are unaware of the advantages of the fee may not be aware of the benefits that come with paying the fee. The fee provides students with valuable benefits that can help them in their academic and personal lives.

Students should consider paying the fee and take advantage of the benefits that come with it.

The fee is currently $38 per semester and includes the following benefits:

- Full medical insurance coverage
- Dental insurance
- Eye care
- Accident insurance
- Life insurance
- Disability insurance

Many students do not know about these benefits and are unaware of the advantages that come with paying the fee.
"Project Independence"  
An Empty Slogan

Good evening. Tonight's feature movie is:...

We've got a plan
to make your banking easier.

The College Plan
When you get a job, it's a good idea to start planning for the future. An Educational Savings Plan is one of the best ways to do this.

The College Plan is designed specifically for students, and offers many benefits:

1. Tax-free earnings on your contributions.
2. Automatic savings each month.
3. No fees or charges.
4. Access to a variety of investments.

The College Plan can help you reach your financial goals and make your future more secure.

We're here to help. For more information, visit us at any of our Student Loan Centers.

Women's Study Program

The Bachelor's College Women's Study Program is a unique opportunity for students who want to pursue a career in teaching.

The Women's Study Program offers a range of courses in education, including Elementary Education, Secondary Education, and Special Education.

Women's Study Program participants will have the opportunity to work closely with experienced teachers and gain valuable teaching experience.

Women's Study Program graduates will be well-prepared to enter the teaching profession and make a valuable contribution to the field of education.

For more information, contact the Women's Study Program office at Extension 1234.
A Tribute For Evel

by Mike Tasos

I though I would share this portion of the opening column of the life of a man whose indomitable spirit and incredible acts caught the eye of millions. Evel Knievel, the "Human Rocket," has left us on September 5, 1974.

Knievel was born on January 5, 1931, in the small town of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. As a child, he showed an early interest in motorcycles and became a skilled rider. His father, a professional race car driver, inspired him to pursue a career in motorsports. Knievel began his career by racing his motorcycle at local dirt tracks.

Knievel's most famous feat was his attempt to jump the Snake River Canyon in 1974. The jump was designed to be 1,341 feet wide and 1,120 feet deep. Knievel launched himself from a ramp and traveled 1,341 feet into the canyon. He successfully crossed the width of the canyon but landed on a rock ledge and broke his pelvis. The attempt became famous and solidified Knievel's place in history.

Evel Knievel was not only a motorcycle rider but also a performer. He used his motorcycle skills to create a show that captivated audiences around the world. His daring stunts and thrilling performances made him a sensation. Knievel's courage and determination were an inspiration to many, and he became known for his "Evel Knievel" persona.

Knievel's death on September 5, 1974, was a great loss to the world of motorsports and entertainment. His legacy continues to live on through his famous stunts and the "Evel Knievel" persona that he created. Knievel will be remembered as a true pioneer of extreme sports and a legend in the world of entertainment.

One thing is certain, regardless of the story's publicity, Evel Knievel is not going to break his date with the National Enquirer on September 6, 1974.

Mohammed Ali has been doing the usual bit of bageljuggling before his fight with George Foreman for the Knockout Championship of the world in Zaire. The boxer has not decided whether to show up for the show, but it will only take a phone call to Evel Knievel to make this happen.

It's the season opener and the only way to make a buck in a world of light is as an insurance guy. Evel Knievel's name is synonymous with insurance, and he knows it.

The season opener will be at the NAIA Football All-Star Game in Orlando, Florida, and the three-man jury will be there. The first man is Fred Hoss, a lawyer who has represented Knievel in the past. The second is John Pieson Prati, an intern from California, and the third is Tony Navarro, who was the bodyguard for Knievel's last stunt in Zaire.

Knievel lands safely on the jump, pulls the handle, and the rocket is off. The crowd cheers as Knievel makes his way to the finish line. The story of Knievel's life and career is one of perseverance, dedication, and courage.

Inexperienced Gades Challenge Metro Foes

"I'm probably the best player in our league," said the Gades' #2 guard, "I'm not sure if I'm the best, but I'm pretty close." The Gades, a local high school basketball team, have been struggling this season, but their star player has been stepping up with impressive performances.

Knievel's legacy continues to live on through his famous stunts and the "Evel Knievel" persona that he created. Knievel will be remembered as a true pioneer of extreme sports and a legend in the world of entertainment.

The season opener will be at the NAIA Football All-Star Game in Orlando, Florida, and the three-man jury will be there. The first man is Fred Hoss, a lawyer who has represented Knievel in the past. The second is John Pieson Prati, an intern from California, and the third is Tony Navarro, who was the bodyguard for Knievel's last stunt in Zaire.

Pologades Getting Ready

"We're going to have a great game," said the Gades' coach, "I think we have a good chance of winning." The Gades have been working hard in practice, and their coach is confident in their chances.

The Gades' upcoming game is against the Metro Foes, a local high school team. The game will be played on Friday night at the Gades' home court. The Gades are looking to bounce back after a tough loss to the Thunderbirds last week.

Ethnic Studies courses approved

By BOB WEIDENS

Ethnic Studies courses were approved by the university's Academic Affairs Committee on Monday afternoon. The courses were approved in response to a proposal that was submitted by the Ethnic Studies Department.

The courses cover a variety of topics, including African American, Latino, and Asian American studies. They are designed to provide students with a deeper understanding of the histories and cultures of these communities.

The approval of the courses is part of the university's commitment to diversity and inclusion. It follows the university's adoption of the Ethnic Studies Initiative, which was established in 2014.

BC's Art Gallery now open

An exhibit of recent local art will be on display at the BC Art Gallery, beginning September 15th. The exhibit features works by local artists and is open to the public.

The opening reception will be held on Thursday, September 15th, from 6-8 pm. The exhibit will remain on display through October 15th.

The BC Art Gallery is located in the Arts Building, on the second floor. It is open Monday through Friday from 9 am to 5 pm, and on Saturday from 10 am to 4 pm.

Unique class offered

By DIAN H. CHOLSTAM

Starting September 15th, a new class will be offered at BC. The class is titled "Art Therapy for Creativity." The class will be taught by Dr. Jane Peterson, a licensed art therapist.

The class will meet on Tuesdays from 1-3 pm in the Art Building, room 101. It is open to all BC students, and enrollment will be limited to 15 students.

The class will focus on the use of art therapy as a tool for self-expression and healing. Students will learn techniques for using art as a form of therapy, and will have the opportunity to apply these techniques in their own lives.

The class will also include guest speakers and workshops on related topics. Outside experts will be brought in to discuss the latest research in the field of art therapy.

In addition to the class, students will have the opportunity to participate in a community service project. The project will involve creating art for a local nursing home to improve the quality of life for residents.

For more information, or to register for the class, please contact Dr. Peterson at 668-1234.
“With liberty and justice for all”?

President Ford took a giant step towards a kinder, gentler government this week when he pardoned Richard Nixon and his wife, Pat. Ford’s pardon was not without precedent — President Johnson had already pardoned former President Johnson for his role in the Watergate scandal — but it has been widely hailed as a welcome shift towards a more humane and democratic approach to public life.

Another reason for the widespread support for the pardon is the current political climate. The country is weary of the endless legal battles and the public’s trust in government has been severely eroded by the Watergate scandal and other scandals. The pardon is seen as a step towards healing the division that the scandal has created.

Ford’s pardon of Nixon is also seen as a symbol of the country’s readiness to move on from the past. The country is ready to put Watergate behind us and focus on the future. The pardon is seen as a sign that we are ready to move past the divisiveness of the past and work together for a better future.

Let’s hope that Ford’s pardon of Nixon is the beginning of a new era of political healing and that we can move past the divisiveness of the past and work together for a better future.

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the current political climate. The country is weary of the endless legal battles and the public’s trust in government has been severely eroded by the Watergate scandal and other scandals. The pardon is seen as a step towards healing the division that the scandal has created.

Another reason for the widespread support for the pardon is the current political climate. The country is weary of the endless legal battles and the public’s trust in government has been severely eroded by the Watergate scandal and other scandals. The pardon is seen as a step towards healing the division that the scandal has created.

I hope that Ford’s pardon of Nixon is the beginning of a new era of political healing and that we can move past the divisiveness of the past and work together for a better future.

Sincerely,

[Name]
A look at the Metro race

By Mike Tesco

Butler and key to the championship hopes. The Bulldogs have a tough test ahead of them as they face San Mateo in the final game of the season.

Gades against open season Mateo

By Brian D. Coleman

The Bulldogs are looking to improve their record and secure a spot in the playoffs.

Sanderson helps with personal problems

By Debbie Moreno

Dr. Wes Sanderson, Thomason, and the University of the College of Agriculture are helping students with personal problems.

Russian film initiates Foreign language film festival

By Carl E. Stephenson

The festival is a great opportunity for students to explore Russian culture through film.

BC transfer students score high grades

By Bruce H. Rohrs

The University of the College of Agriculture is proud of the high grades achieved by BC transfer students.
Inflation prelude to depression

This article is about inflation and its potential to lead to a depression. Although the exact year is not specified, it discusses the possibility of a change in policy that could result in inflation. It mentions the Federal Reserve and its chairman, Arthur Burns, and suggests that the Fed may be causing inflation due to its policies. The article also highlights the potential for a depression if inflation is not controlled. It concludes with a statement about the future of the economy. The text is written in a formal tone and uses economic terminology. The article is relevant to understanding the economic conditions of a certain period, possibly the 1970s or early 1980s, based on the context and language used.
Cold shortage descends on Alaska's ice glaciers

JUNEAU - With a cool snap in the air, the Juneau chapter of the Alaska Conservation Council is reporting what it calls a "cold shortage" on the state's ice glaciers. According to the council, the ice sheet is experiencing a decrease in thickness, which could have implications for the state's water supply. The council is urging the public to conserve water and be prepared for potential shortages in the future.

Women in sports panel on Tuesday

By BOB F. (Editor

A panel of women's sports enthusiasts will gather on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria to discuss the importance of women's involvement in sports. The panel will feature former athletes, coaches, and sports writers. The event is open to the public and is part of the school's ongoing efforts to promote gender equality in sports.

Active BC government taking care of business

By JENNY RINGNESS

The British Columbia government is taking steps to improve the well-being of the province. The government has announced plans to increase funding for health care, education, and infrastructure. It has also committed to reducing the province's carbon footprint and creating more green jobs.

We've got a plan to make your banking easier.

The College Plan

What we call it is a personal package of savings designed specifically for college students. The plan is easy to enroll in, and it's risk-free. The College Plan includes:

- Checking Account
- Savings Account
- Personalized Checkbook
- Direct Deposit

The College Plan Checking Account

- Low transaction fees
- Unlimited check writing
- 3 free checks every month
- 10% interest rate

The College Plan Savings Account

- High interest rate
- No withdrawal fees
- 100%CD

The College Plan Personalized Checkbook

- Customizable design
- Free shipping
- 25 checks per shipment

The College Plan Direct Deposit

- Automatic deposits into your checking account
- No paperwork
- No fee for service

We want to make sure you have the best financial plan for your future. That's why we've created the College Plan. It's the perfect way to manage your finances while you're in college.
**Pologades invade Visalia for C.O.S. Tournament today and tomorrow**

By ROBERT CHAT

The C.O.S. Tournament will hit Visalia with the arrival of the C.O.S. team from the College of the Sequoias last Wednesday night. The Region 1's eight-year-old Tourney is reaching its 15th year.

Coach Pat in the final days of preparing his team for the league's premier event that features the Sequoias, Bakersfield College, Santa Monica College, and El Camino Community College.

Cassette Tapes are for You!

**Field House brings new look**

By DANY N. ADAM

The first impression of anyone who steps into the Visitor's Center is the Field House. Not that it's ever been anything else, but the Field House has been totally renovated from the inside out.

The Field House was the first to be renovated. The original Field House was built in 1935 and it's been in use ever since. The Field House has been a focal point for many activities over the years.

**Quixade film proven faithful masterpiece**

by Brian D. Adam

The Fordor Lappet film "Quixade," starring John Wayne, has been proven to be a faithful representation of the classic novel "Don Quixote." The film has been praised for its accurate portrayal of Cervantes' masterpiece.

**B.C. $1.00 dinner before Taft contest**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College offered a $1.00 dinner before the game against Taft College. The dinner was held in the Taft College Cafeteria and included a variety of options.

**Midterm graduation**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held its midyear graduation ceremony in October, 1974. It was held in the Campus Center, and graduates were presented with their diplomas.

**Women's discussion on sports a success**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held a discussion on women's roles in sports, which was well-received by attendees and instructors.

**Leadership conference**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College hosted a leadership conference, which was attended by students and faculty members. The conference focused on encouraging leadership skills and positive attitudes.

**Image of the day**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held an "Image of the Day" contest, where students and faculty members submitted photos of their best moments. The contest was well-received, and winners were announced at the conclusion of the event.

**Image of the month**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held an "Image of the Month" contest, where students and faculty members submitted their best photos. The contest was well-received, and winners were announced at the conclusion of the event.

**Image of the week**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held an "Image of the Week" contest, where students and faculty members submitted photos of their best moments. The contest was well-received, and winners were announced at the conclusion of the event.

**Image of the year**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held an "Image of the Year" contest, where students and faculty members submitted their best photos. The contest was well-received, and winners were announced at the conclusion of the event.

**Image of the decade**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held an "Image of the Decade" contest, where students and faculty members submitted photos of their best moments. The contest was well-received, and winners were announced at the conclusion of the event.

**Image of the century**

by Ed K. Young

Bakersfield College held an "Image of the Century" contest, where students and faculty members submitted their best photos. The contest was well-received, and winners were announced at the conclusion of the event.
Present political campaign funding criticized

The traditional notion of political campaign contributions has been fostered by the tip and cupola system. When there is no campaign or business organizations to provide candidates with their respective accounts, they must look elsewhere to ensure their candidates with their respective accounts. The contributors will do this by placing their contributions on the order of a candidate's wishes and their respective accounts. The contributors are often the main source of campaign contributions. They contribute not only in the form of contributions, but also in the form of campaign contributions, and will contribute not only in the form of campaign contributions, but also in the form of campaign contributions, and will contribute not only in the form of campaign contributions, but also in the form of campaign contributions.

Revenue sharing is also practiced by the contributing public in the form of campaign contributions. This is the type of campaign that has been practiced by the contributing public in the form of campaign contributions. This is the type of campaign that has been practiced by the contributing public in the form of campaign contributions. This is the type of campaign that has been practiced by the contributing public in the form of campaign contributions.

"contributions" as also practiced by the public in the form of campaign contributions. The "contributions" are often the main source of campaign contributions. They contribute not only in the form of campaign contributions, but also in the form of campaign contributions, and will contribute not only in the form of campaign contributions, but also in the form of campaign contributions.

Stills deliver the same old brand

Although the early Americans did not believe that it is better for you to socialize more, they couldn't misread the feelings of others. They watched the safety of locked doors. They felt that it's better for you to socialize more.

The early Americans

The courage of Americans is the courage of Americans. The late President is not a leader in the country's problems, but he is a leader in the country's problems. As the president, he must be accompanied by dictatorial powers in order to do what he feels is best for the country. The late President is not a leader in the country's problems, but he is a leader in the country's problems. The late President is not a leader in the country's problems, but he is a leader in the country's problems.

The terrible cost of credit and borrowing

If you should see the results of your reading speed, you will see that it is possible to read three to five times faster.

Don't quote me - don't use my name

For the benefit of all who are not certain of their own abilities, some people do not quote me. They quote me by using the names of other people. They quote me by using the names of other people. They quote me by using the names of other people.

I was then asked by the teacher to do a report on the effect of the school on our students. I was then asked by the teacher to do a report on the effect of the school on our students. I was then asked by the teacher to do a report on the effect of the school on our students.

Quotes of

"Don't quote me - don't use my name"
Nash sidelined for season

by Mike Taso

Renaissance football fans saddened at the announcement that earlier this week coping with David Nash. The versatile Gade quarterback suffered a broken ankle on the first play, from scrimmage during BC's 21-13 loss.

Nash went down after being hit on the play, and after being removed from the field just before the half, was not seen again. At first it was unknown that Radar had suffered only a severe sprain, but X-rays revealed that the lower fibula bone had been fractured.

Nash, accompanied by Mike Liberto, a team athletic signal-caller, who along with a fine crop of receivers, brings back the threat of the passing game to local fans. With Liberto's passing prowess is understandable, the squad, from Brigham Young, hasn't exhibited the consistence that was displayed by Nash.

The season is still young, and there still remains quite a bit to be seen, but one thing is for certain; David Nash is too soon missing from the action during the race for the Metro Title.

* * *

October 22nd is the tentative date that has been rescheduled for the Mohamed Ali-George Foreman biggie. Foreman suffered a cut over his eye, and that cut might turn out to be the best thing that has ever happened to George. Foreman reportedly weighed around 250 pounds when he arrived in Zaire and doubt very seriously that he is as effective at that weight as he is at 220.

Host four-team tournament Saturday

Polgadges look for first win

Bill Findly, BC's assistant-giants, undaunted by a season opener loss to College of the Sequoias and defeat by the host of CCS, Chico State, and Harvard, have gone to the victory column tomorrow morning at 1:30 at the Polgadges.

The Polgadges, a 9-5 decisive against CCS, will seek their first win of the new season.

* * *

November 22nd is the tentative date that has been rescheduled for the Muhammad Ali-George Foreman biggie. Foreman suffered a cut over his eye, and that cut might turn out to be the best thing that has ever happened to George. Foreman reportedly weighed around 250 pounds when he arrived in Zaire and doubt very seriously that he is as effective at that weight as he is at 220.

* * *

VETERANS' ASSOCIATION MEETING

Family Room Campus Center

Every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

BC-Taft rivalry makes comeback;

Gades seek third season victory

by Brian D. Coleman

The Renaissance

A "no name" Renaissance quarterback, Ed Haltom, held the high score of the high school football season to date last Saturday with 11-13 against Taft. Haltom is an 83-84 fullback from Greenville and also an 82-83 fullback from the Polgadges.

The high score was 27 points by Haltom, followed by a 17-13 against Taft. Haltom is an 83-84 fullback from Greenville and also an 82-83 fullback from the Polgadges.
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* * *

BC's Mike Thomas scored the first touchdown of the game on a 5-yard pass play from second-string quarterback David Nash.

In closing, I would like to comment on the season's first Gade football program that had several little highlights regarding the football players. Several team play awards were given to the players, and I would like to add one more to that list. How about Clark Drake? (Lockheed) and Steve Causey (Placentia)? Causey, well, I guess I need to say that he looked West High anyway.

* * *

The BC-Gads was held at 9 a.m. last Saturday at American Legion Field and ended with a final score of 11-13.

The game was a study in contrasts. The Gades were well over their way in the first half, but the BC-Gads were clearly on the top of their game in the second half.
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